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Hot Spot: The Cape Panwa Hotel in Phuket, Thailand 

 
Sunday, 17, Apr 2011 11:51

Kate Walker continues her tour of Thailand and her latest Travelbite.co.uk hot spot is the 
luxurious Cape Panwa Hotel in bustling Phuket. 

We were assured twice by the marina staff that our petite taxi driver, who stood smiling next to his yellow 
car, knew how to reach our hotel in the far south of the island. 

Short bursts of Thai, nodding of heads, blasting aircon ensued and we were off. However, after about 40 
minutes it became clear our driver was not quite so sure on the hotel's whereabouts and English was not 
his forte; so my carefully printed notes and English maps were of no use. 

It didn't really matter though, as we were in no hurry. In fact watching Phuket life, through a taxi window, 
from one end to the other (and so soon after arrival) was a good way to identify places to return to over 
the coming days. 

Late afternoon and more of the motorised food carts endemic to Thailand buzzed and beetled their way 
out of retail crevices and onto the main roads; ready to feed the region's hungry. 

Families piled onto motorbikes zipped through the traffic, workmen on the back of trucks rode out the 
bumps and halts with tired faces tilted to a setting sun - and our taxi weaved its way in amongst all of this 
in search of the elusive Cape Panwa Hotel & Spa. 

An hour or so later and our yellow 90s job heaved itself up a super steep hill and down into the curved 
entry of the Cape Panwa Hotel - and just as we'd started itching for cold showers. 
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My partner and I had acquired a very warm glow from beachy days on Koh Yao Noi, so the evening's 
humidity blanketing our hot pores was tough! 

The hotel is an enormous complex, so we were shown to our quarters for the next 3 nights - a Junior 
Suite - and left with a pocket map. Our room was large, pre-cooled and slick in design. 

We were equipped with a swivel flat screen TV, stereo, mini bar and a fruit bowl to boot. Large beds with 
stiff white linen and lots of pillows and bolsters are an instant winner for me. 

The view from our balcony, disappointingly, was onto the back of a small construction site and not out to 
sea, but then we hadn't planned to holiday in our room so it wasn't so bad. The bathroom made up for it 
with cold marble flooring and space enough to cartwheel through. 

My partner and I adore Thai food, but strangely the both of us had pasta cravings on our first night. 
Conveniently the sister property to ours - Kantary Bay Hotel - a few minutes drive back down the 
amazingly steep hill, is home to Uncle Nan's Italian Restaurant; so we dined on lasagnes and wood fired 
pizzas. 

Fireworks blasted off at the close of dinner and with distended bellies we decided to call it a night and 
return to cool sheets and a foreign movie. 

Breakfast at the Cape Panwa is varied and takes place at Café Andaman - an open air casual restaurant 
central to the property and overlooking one of the hotel's many swimming pools. 

Our stay must have coincided with a wedding as large groups of jostling, laughing folk ensured breakfast 
was high spirited and fun for all. After a number of cups of tea, pastries, papaya and lady finger bananas 
we decided to do not much at all. 

Gathering books, hats and the camera we headed down the grassed hilltop (formerly a coconut 
plantation) to the hotel's secluded beach. It was mid morning and we noted our error in being so 
leisurely. Just about every sun lounge was taken barring two at the far end next to the Panwa House 
under darkly shaded foliage - perfect! 

The remainder of the morning was spent horizontal flicking pages, people watching, shuffling Chaise 
Lounges away from a hot creeping sun and surveying beach wedding preparations. 
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When the day had reached its steaminess and breakfast had long been digested we moved back up to 
Café Andaman and nibbled on tender sate skewers and sipped at Chang beers. 

This is what holiday is all about - good food, a page turner and not a care for the hour of the day. 

Phuket town, we discovered, is about a 20-minute private taxi ride away (at great expense) or 30 
minutes by songthaew (a small open aired shared truck or bus with two rows of wooden bench seating 
facing one another. In other words a 'baht bus'). 

Without any orientation we asked to be let off at South Wind Books - a well known and well stocked 
second hand book store. We browsed the crammed rows for ages, lingering longer among those that 
had blasting fans. 

Our day was spent wandering the old town with the aid of a 'culture corner' map. Anyone interested in 
architecture, especially Sino-Colonial style architecture; this is the town to get absorbed in. Anytime the 
humidity and sun became a little crushing, we'd slip into a coffee shop and melt into Thai iced teas. 

By the end of day we were weary from ambling, my bag was weighed with purchases and we had yet to 
swim - whether in a pool or the sea. 

A songthaew back to Cape Panwa, 40 baht poorer and we were flip flopping our way to the roof top pool 
above our suite complex (with our trusty hotel map to hand) to watch the sun go down. 

To our delight all the day folk who'd had enough of sun and pool had left and we had the place to 
ourselves. We were above it all. 

Having plunged a number of times, we surfaced revived, and with resting elbows on the infinity edges we 
watched Panwa Bay turn a soft purple as evening closed in. 
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